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- It does not oxidize in the bottle ensuring quality in the result even 
  after opening;

Natural Concept Color is the professional and restructuring oil coloring 
system that grants amazing performances, a total coverage of white hair and 
of light nuance, even without the presence of ammonia.

Designed for the needs of the hairdressers and the well-being of the 
customers, with coloring substances and natural extracts that preserve the 
quality of the hair and give the opportunity even to the most sensible skins to 
enjoy a pleasant coloring treatment.

 is fortied with a biological and herbal complex; a mix Natural Concept Color
of 4 natural extracts that protects the hair and the scalp before and in the 
middle of the waiting times.

 is composed by:Natural Concept Color

Biological certied , that grants a special anti-oxidant action Olive Oil extract
and an active protection for the skin;

, for the repair of the porous hair and the hydration of the scalp;Aloe Vera

, used for its high A-vitamin levels, gives nourishment and elasticity Babassu Oil
to the hair;

, with its anti-inammatory power, refreshes the scalp and Rice Bran Oil
establish a new balance in the hair bers.

Hair Dye Properties:

 - easy to mix
 - recommended even for the most sensible skins;
  - enhances color and light tones;
 - high degree of protection, thanks to the absence of ammonia;

 
- excellent hold of the color; 
- strong restructuring action; 
- gives nourishment and light even to the most dull hair.
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How to read the Natural Concept Color nuance:

you can recognize the nuance considering that

1st number: basic tone 

2nd number: primary light effect

3rd number: secondary light effect

How to prepare and mix Natural Concept Color:

The rst step to take to start using our coloring system is the choice of 
oxydant, that has to be done while taking into consideration some factors:

- the desired nuance
- the percentage of white hair
- the light tone that has to be obtained

On hair with a high percentage of white hair (80-100%), for all the 
nuances (even the lighter ones), we recommend the use of a oxydant with 
low percentage (8-10 volumes); with this method you will obtain a 
complete coverage.

On hair that needs to be lighten by 1-2 tones we recommend an oxydant 
with 20-30 volumes.
In case you need to light the hair more (3-4 tones), it's recommended to 
use a 40 volumes oxydant and bring the resting time to 40-45 minutes.

Once the nuance is chosen, you can start to mix the products.

In a non-metallic container, pour the hair dye and mix with the same quantity 
of oxydant (1:1).
Mix the two products well until a compact gel is obtained, then let it rest 
for 10-15 seconds before proceeding with the application.
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Application and waiting times for Natural Bio Concept Color:

On natural hair:

Distribute the gel uniformly on lengths and ends of the hair, leaving it on 
for 10 minutes.
At the end of the waiting time, without rinsing off, prepare the gel again 
and distribute it on the roots, leaving it on for an additional 30 minutes.

:On dyed hair (same tone)

Prepare the mixture by using a 20 volumes oxidant, then distribute the gel 
uniformly on all the hair (roots, lengths and ends). Leave it to rest for 30 
minutes.

To darken the hair (1-2 tones):

Prepare the mixture by using a 20 volumes oxidant, then distribute the gel 
uniformly on all the hair (roots, lengths and ends). Leave it to rest for 30 
minutes.
If the base hair tone is 2 tones lighter than the chosen nuance, then use a 
10 volumes oxidant.

:To lighten the hair (more than 2 tones)

Prepare the mixture by using a 30 volumes oxidant, then apply the gel one 
centimeter away from the scalp and on all the lengths. After 20 minutes, 
remove the excess color with a comb, then apply the same mixture again on 
roots, lengths and ends. Leave it on for an additional 30 minutes.

Ultra-light coloring (more than 3-4 tones)

Prepare the mixture by using a 40 volumes oxidant, then apply the gel two 
centimeters away from the scalp and on all the lengths. After 20 minutes, 
remove the excess color with a comb, then apply the same mixture again on 
roots, lengths and ends. Leave it on for an additional 40-45 minutes. We 
commend to check the tone at the end of the waiting time to optimize the 
nal result.

Rinse:
After the waiting time is over, rinse the hair with plenty lukewarm water 
and proceed with the wash until the hair becomes clear.
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A light and easy oxygenating product
to be applied, combined with nuances

Natural Concept Color,
allows frequent use

without damaging the hair.

Thanks to h2otto you can give new vitality to the faded or dull color. ideal 
to obtain a soft dip dye with a natural (gloss) effect. it allows to emphasize 
your own natural color, or to semi-permanently dye the hair, while 
creating light effects on your own natural hair based on the nuance of 
choice. 

it allows to frequently change your look without stressing frequently the 
hair with invasive coloring techniques. and the regrowth will not be a 
problem anymore: h2otto doesn't require to get your roots done, because 
the color fades naturally shampoo after shampoo, and it lasts between 
four to six weeks. it's also a nourishing product, that help the 
regeneration of the hair and helps with the static effect.

How to use h2otto and mix it with Natural Concept Color:

once the nuance is chosen, simply mix the products until a rm mixture is 
obtained. then, either pour the product directly on the hair with a deep 
and long massage, or apply it with the help of a brush starting from the 
roots and then proceeding with the lengths. 

let the product rest for 15/20 minutes, depending on the porosity of the 
hair. once the resting time is over, wash the hair with plenty lukewarm 
water, until the product is completely removed. 
    

 
   

H2Otto to change look ... without compromise
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YELLOW

Primary

ORANGE/YELLOW

Tertiary

ORANGE

Secondary

RED/ORANGE

Tertiary

   RED

Primary

RED/PURPLE

TertiaryPURPLE

Secondary

BLUE/PURPLE

Tertiary

BLUE

Primary

BLUE/GREEN

Tertiary

GREEN

Secondary

YELLOW/GREEN

Tertiary

Dyeing white hair:
For a 100% coverage of white hair, we recommend the usage of the 
'natural intense' nuances (ex. 4.00/5.00 etc.), that garant an optimal result 
thanks to their intense pygments.

Dyeing natural nuances with white hairs:
For cold and warm natural nuances, use this percentage: 
25 gr. of natural nuance (ex. 4/ 5/ 6 etc.) and 25 gr. of nuance with 
chromatic tones (ex. 5.3 – 4.8 etc.)

Blue, red and yellow are the 
pygments used to cover the white 

hair, and the hair coverage is 
measured by the quantity of this 

components. 

You can obtain a perfect balance by 
adding the chromatic tones to the 
natural nuance and give back the 

chromatic tones to the white hair.
By reaching the most deep bers of 

the hair, Natural Concept Color 
also ensures a long-lasting 

coloration.

Warning!

Every hair color brand, used on white hair, can cause transparency issue, 
as the coloring pygments are dosed by the necessities of the 

manufacturer.

Professional advice and chromatic scale

for an optimal coverage of white hair
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Format: 250 ml bottles
Mixing ratio: 1/1

Easy to apply
Brilliant results and calibrated colors

Maximum chromatic performance
High degree of protection

Excellent coverage of white hair
Optimal color resistance
Ample nuance selection
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